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Xavier Clef Club Opens Concert Season
Cle ff ers Plan
lti1ierary For
Neiv Se1nester
by Tom Cahill,
News Associate Editor
Last night at the Good Samaritan Hospital Amlitorium, the
Xavier University Clef Club formally opened its 1959 concert
season. This appearance marked
the beginning of many to be made
throughout this city, and in other ·
cities all through the Midwest,
during the coming months.
Mr. Franklin Bens and Mr.
Henri Golembiewski, director and
accompanist, enjoyed the fruits of
long hours of hard work and
much patience when the club's
50 members united their voices in
song. Also leading the Clef Club
in its program of sacred songs,
spirituals, and Broadway show
tunes were the officers: Jim
Mooney, president; Hugh Farrell,
vice-president; Tim Heile, secretary-treasurer; and Dave Huhn,
business manager. They, too,
shared the joys of organizational
ac·complishment.
Next week, Xavier's answer to
the "Little Singers of Paris" will
sing at Mt. Nortre Dame High
School in Reading, Ohio; and the
following week finds them at the

"'' T. Wheeler, S.J.,
Front row, l. to r., Mr. ff. Golembiewski, Rev. 0.
Mr. F. Bens. Top row, l. tor~, J. Mooney, II. Farrell, D. Huhn, J. Helle.
other end of town at Summit
High School. Schools in Louisville, Columbus, and Hamilton
complete a balanced program of
concerts climaxed with the Spring
Concert and Dance in May.
Already, plans are in the making for this final concert and
dance to be held once again in
the Hall of Mirrors of the Netherland Hi1ton. Bill Drach and
Tom Cahill were appointed chairmen and their committees will
be announced soon. Many former
students will remember this par-

ticular affair as the opening of
Family Day activities lasrt year
and many considered it to be the
finest social event on Xavier's
calendar.
Earlier in this article it was
mentioned if.hat the Clef Club this
season boasts 50 members divided
into four vocal sections. Active
in the club this year are: First
Tenors Tom Cahill, Larry Daly,
Kevin Hildebrand, Jack Lemoult,
Bob Marchal, and Bob Novack;
Second Tenors Karl Baumann,
Charlie Blank, Frank Chester,

Senior, Soph Tests Scheduled For April
Multivalue "Area Tests" Held April 20
by J. Ward Doering, News Associate Editor

Rev. Henry J. Wirtenberger, S.J., Dean of Xavier University, announces that seniors and sophomores are scheduled
to take the Graduate Record Examinations of the Educational
Testing Service on campus during the week of April 20-24,
1959. Last October, Xavier was approved for inclusion in this
Institutional Testing Program which includes the major colleges and universities of the country; and Dr. Vytautas J.
Bieliauskas, associate professor of psycl10logy, was appointed
supervisor of these tests.
All seniors and sophomores will
take the "Area Tests" on April
20. As described in the ETS

The results of these tests will
be of great value to the student
and to the university. The scores
of Xavier students will be a
measure of their achievement in
comparison with college s tudents
across the country. Individual
transcripts of test grades can be
secured from ETS for application
to graduate schools and in seeking employment. The data is also
an impo11tant tool in counseling
and educational guidance.
Inclusion of all seniors and
so1>homores in this testing program secures the Area Tests at
the bargain price of $3.00 each.
When taken individually at a
testing center, the tests come to
$10.00 or $15.00.
Obviously, grades attained in
the Area Tests will have no influence whatsoever upon grades
in the courses which the student
is now taking. Their fundamental
value to the individual stems
from the information he can
derive from them. Since they are
achievement tests, one who has
achieved more will score better
on them.
Direct preparation or "cramming for the tests is not feasible.
They cover the knowledge acquired in several years of academic work. However, one certainly can and should take ad1

Fi'.

Wirtenberger, S.J.

folder distributed during preregistration, the Area Tests are
designed to appraise the student's
development in a program of liberal education. They cover these
three areas of human culture:
Social Sciences, Humanities, and
Natural Sciences.

h
An informal Clef Club gathering. Bob Marshall sings as "the
brass" watch.
Tim Deegan, Bill Drach, George

Edellstine, Jack Furio, Tim Heile,
Bob Huss, Tim Kelleher, Jim
Loeb, Nolan Moore, Mike Timmerman, and Don Wess; Baritones Joe AlbeDtz, Don Azelvandre, Bob Behal, Mike Bolser, Bob
Coyne, Ward Doering, Glenn Du
Brucq, Hugh Farrell, Roger Goodheart, Tom Kenney, Bob Kopecky,

Masquers Produce And
Direct Modern Drama

by E. s. Edelmann
An innovation in Xavier campus drama will occur one week
from today when the Masque Society will present three one-act
plays in the South Hall Theater. The plays' uniqueness lies in_ the
fact that modern drama has not been seen at Xavier for some time
and that the Masque members will· produce and direct the plays
themselves.

vantage of this oppo1,tunity to
review his knowledge of courses
in the fields mentioned and fill
in gaps by reading, insofar as
time permits. Regular class work
has first claim on a student's
time; and it would be clearly
unwise to neglect it to prepare
for the Area Tests.
Aclvancecl Tests
Seniors who are majoring in
Biology, Chemistry, Economics,
English, History and Political
Science, Mathematics, Physics and
Psychology will take "Advanced
Tests" in their field on April 24,
1959. The general nature of these
tests is described in the ETS
folder, aml departmental chairmen will supply further information to the seniors concerned.
Questions in writing about
either of the tests may be directed
to the Editor of the Xavier News
who will turn them over to Dr.
Bielauskas for answer.
~':~y:I<""""
The president and faculty of
'io;,,,;£ -~ .. ,
Xavier expect the intelligent
Rosemary Benner and
cooperation of the seniors and a problem during Masque tryouts.
sophomores in this testing program to result in notable beneJohn Gutting will direct Susan
fits both to the students and to .Glaspell's Trifles. The cast inthe university.
cludes Ralph Schroeder, Dave
Wagner, Andy Odoardi, Mary
Ader, and Madeleine Shuler.
"This play, as well as Anton
Chekov's The Boor appear in the
En 32 textbook," Tom Eckstein
said, "which was .one reason for
el
their being chosen." Rosemary
Renner is directing The Boor
which will feature Bob Theis,
For an evening of fun be sure Maryanne -Martin, and Dave
to atteml the XILES belated
Seiwert.
VALENTINES PARTY on FebruThe third play, a war drama,
ary 22, 1959. It will be at South
Hall, Xavier Campus, Dana Av- is drawn from Eugene O'Neill's
enue, 8:30 until 12:00. The price "Sea Plays." Tom Eckstein will
is 75 cents with home-made re- direct In The Zone. Among its
freshments and a chance for the cast are Tom Powell, Ren Frutdoor prizes included for that kin, Bob Theis, Al Welch, Dom
Bernardi, Dick (R. Devereaux)
small fee. Everyone Welcome.

Note

XILES Partv
Sunday, Feh.22

Jim Mooney, Vince Pulskamp,
Jerry Vance, and Eddie Weinewuth; and Basses Mario Carovillano, Earl Cowell, Dave Huhn,
Stan Karbolis, John Kispert,
Jerry Lavely, Bob McLaughlin,
Bob Nawalaniec, Ted Rickfoose,
John Scanlon, John Scharfenberger, and Mike Schmitt.

Vanek, Don Azelvandre, and
Dave Seiwert.
Curtain time is set for 8: 30 on
both Friday and Saturday evenings, February 28 and March 1.
The I.D. will admit students.
Companion tickets are fifty cents
and adults one dollar.

Bulletin
Sunday night the Dormitory
Council will sponsor "High Noon"
starring Grace Kelly and Gary
Cooper. It will be held at 8:00
p.m. in if.he Armory. Admission
price is only 50c, and refreshments will be sold. All male students of the university are invited, especially day hops.
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XU Neivs Editorial

Music

A Spirit Of Generosity
The Len ten season of prayer and penance is upon us
once again. During this time we are required by the Church
to perform some works of self-denial so that we may make
some reparation for our. <?ffenses agai_nst God. W~ether. we
do these works in a positive or negative manner is of little
importance. Positive actions such as daily Mass ~nd Com~u
nion certainly would be a real and most rewarding sacrifice
for all who can possibly do it..
. .
.
The biggest single factor m our works ·of sacrifice will be
the attitude we have while performing them. After all, who
would want any gift or expression of love or sorrow if it were
not given freely with a spirit of sincere generosity? No one
is especially pleased by a gift given ,:n t~c; "here, take it" or
"I didn't want to, but you made me spirit.
The Church, wise Mother that she is, realizes that "the
flesh is indeed weak." For this reason, we are obliged to fast,
abstain, etc. What is most important once again is the spirit
in which we accept these rules. Remember, He will not be
outdone in generosity. Did He not say so Himself?

by R. Devereaux Vanek

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Xavier University has turned out some very fine men in
all fields. This is a tribute to the school, the Jesuits, and the
lay faculty. We can all be proud of the men who have gone
before us and stood in line for twenty minutes in the cafeteria,
the businessmen today who recall with smiles drilling in the

sun in 100% wool uniforms, the
chemists who today have probably forgotten all the fun they
had registering, and finally the
family man who struggles so that
his sons may also attend Xavier.
But things have changed a lot
and an institution must .change
with the times. Now, as always
in the past, the development of
the student's mind is given precedence over all else. This, I'm
afraid, though, has been to the
neglect of a very important idea:
building of sound minds and
strong bodies.
One look at the average student shows that he is not only
out of shape, sluggish, fat, and
under-developed, but he is housing a fine mind in a broken down
torso. Tohis is bad.
In Russia, the 1984 of 1959,
great emphasis is placed on physical condition. We can learn something from ·the Russians. They are
basically a playful, happy people
who want to improve the world.
By now, you're wondering
what the point is. The point is
that we should introduce, as compulsory, a physical fitness pro-

Stand
by .John Logsdon
The after-dark hours in Cincinnati are becoming more and
more filled with music.
A year or so ago, downtown
Cincy was deserted after dusk
except on weekends. Now, stage
plays, a raft of good movies, and
such clubs as the Gibson Girl
Lounge, Blue Angel, Coal Hole,
and Piano Lounge, which feature
live music, are pulling people
into town nightly.
Currently, a very talented little
Japanese pianist named Toshiko
is packing them in at the Gibson
Girl; Dee Felice and his group
are playing the cocktail hours at
the Blue Angel; Shirley Jester at
the Coal Hole is a popular favorite.
Night spots in the other parts
of town are booming, too. The
Rainbow Club, on McMillan near
Peebles Corner, (or should I say
near the Tally-Ho) features the
busy Dee Felice group plus exBeverly Hills singer Clay Mundey.
Castle Farm returns to bigname booking with a bang, scheduling the Four Freshmen tomorrow night, ithe Glenn Miller-Ray
McKinley orchestra March 7, and
the very ho~ Kingston Trio
March 21.
Across the river in Newport
the Copa Club has changed to an
all-jazz, non-segregated policy.
Dakota Sta·ton and Miles Davis
have already appeared at the
club; J. J. Johnson is booked next
weekend with Dizzy Gillespie,
the Modern Jazz Quartet, Ahmad
Jamal, and George Shearing set
to follow.
Dick Pike, local jazz dj, has
opened the Lookout House on a
"jazz for dancing" policy on Friday and Saturday nights. Tom
Schofield and his quintet, featuring gfrl-type singer Judy James,
provide .the sounds from nine till
one. It's worth a trip out the
Dixie Highway just to see the
Lookout House; this is the most
luxurious club for miles around.

gram. I ·tohink the faculty could
lead by showing a fine example
and really whipping into shape.
Two hours a day of. tough calisthentics five days a week and on
Saturday bicycle rides to Dayton
and other places of various interest could kick off the program.
Why, in two months Xavier
would be the healthiest school in
the country, man for man, and
fine minds would grow in sound
bodies.
Classes could include five minutes of posture exercise and the
teachers would enforce posture
during the class.
The use of bicycles would be
encouraged and this would help
the parking situation somewhat.
Instead of beer at the social
gatherings, we could have a series
of health bars on campus.
We have two of the finest
coaches in the country and they
PLATTER PICKS-Drummer
could outline the program and
Shelly Manne is spotlighted on
tell who was really giving a
four new Cor:itemporary releases.
"good effort." These are only the
Manne, winner of the three major
ideas of a poor college student
polls as top drummer for several
who has the interest of the uni- years, leads his own group on
ver>sity at heart and wants to "Shelly Man and His Men Play
keep everyone from getting SICK.
Peter Gunn" and "The Gambit."
The first of these albums should
be a big seller; the fine tunes. of
H e n r y Mancini-"A Profound
Gass," "The Brothers Go to
Publl1hed weekly during the 11Chool year except during vacatton pertocla by Xavier
Unlvenlty, Hamilton County, Evanllton, Cincinnati, Oblo. ti.BO per yaar.
Mother's," etc.-are star.ting
Entereil as second class matter October 4, 1848 at the Poll Ottlee ai
Cincinnati, Oblo under the Act of March 3. 11'711.
points for some inventive jazz.
EDITOR·IN-CRIEF .......................................................................................... Robert G, Queenan, 'GP
Manne, together with guitarist
MANAGING EDITOR ........................................................................................... Denny Doherty, '61
Barney Wessel and bassist Ray
ASSOCIATE EDITORS .................... Tom Cahill, '60, Jerry l\larUn, '61, \Vard Doerlnr, '62
Brown, makes "The Poll Winners
COMPOSING EDITOR ...................................................................................................... 8111 Ma1on, 'GI
FEATURE WRITER....................................................................................:................... Wayne Fehr, 'liO
Ride Again" a real treat. The
STAFF REPORTERS ........................................................ l\llke Markiewicz, '61, Jim Keller, '61,
work of this trio is on a level far
Tom Duffy, '62, Ed Stubenrock, 'G2, Frank llulefeld, '62
•
COLUMNISTS .................... E. s. Edelmann, '60, Staffo,rd Mooney, 'llO, John Lor1tlon, '60
above most jazz being recorded
R. Devereaux Vanek, •oo, Pat Wiechman
today. Tunes include "Volare,"
SPORTS EDITOR ................................................................................................................ Etl Adams, '60
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR .............................................................................. Jlap O'Danlel, '61
and "Angel· Eyes." On "Benny
SPORTS WRITERS .................... Jack Gardner, '110, Joe Petrocelli, '60, Ron Koch, '81,
Tom Kall, '61, Larry Borne, '59
Oarter, Jazz Giant," Manne backs
CIRCULATION MANAGER...................................................................................... Jerry Martin, '61
BUSINESS MANAGER ................................................................................................ £4 Schroeder, 'GB two great sax men, Carter and
FACULTY MODERATOR ................................................................................ l\lr. Thoma1 G. Waolll
Ben Webster. These are two of
the old-timers in jazz, still blowing with feeling and power.
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Arthur Rubinstein Soloist
• h Symph ony Saturday
WIt
.
.
. .
. .
.

97 in C major; Dances of Galanta, by Zoltan Kodaly; and
Four Sea-Interludes from the
Arthur Rubmstem, master pianist and master musician, will
"P t
G ·
,, b B
perform as soloist with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, under · 0. pe~a B ·~t er rimes
Y
entihe direction of Max Rudolf, Friday afternoon, February 20, at 2:00 JMamm brl eno.
F
l
and Saturday evening, February 21 at 8:30.
em er
UCU ty

I

Mr. Rubinstein, famous throughout the world, belongs to the
grand line of pianists. Now an
American citizen, he began his
career at the age of 11 in Berlin,
and in 1906 made his first tour
of the United States. Since then
his career is musical history in
the grand manner. His perfor-

mance of 'fchaikovsky's First Named NCCA President
Piano Concerto will mark his
Dr. Joseph Link, associate proseventeenth appearance with the fessor of business administration,
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra. was elected president of the NaNo other artist has appeared with tional Catholic Camping Associaour orchestra as many times.
tion at its annual convention in
The orchestral portion of the New York City recently. He is
program for these conceris will ·administrator of the Ft. Scott
include: Haydn's Symphony No. Camps, New Baltimore, Ohio.

The News Salutes
The Seniors Of The Week
Brian Bremner-Musketeer Editor
by Larry Bome

"One ambition I had was to be editor of The Musketeer."
And Brian Bremner, senior from Wilmette, Illinois, has
accomplished that aim this year. Brian has introduced some
new features to the 1959 yearbook to make it even better than
before; the chief of these are a senior directory and improvements in the taking of pictures for The M.usketeer. Last year
Brian was Activities Editor of the yearbook.
But work on the annual Is not
Mr. Bremner's only accomplishment at Xavier. A graduate of
Loyola Academy in Chicago, he
has taken an active part in t~e
ROTC program. At present he is
.
is h e d M"l"t
Stu dent ,
a Dis t mgu
1 1 ary
·
d
tive
a cad e t cap t am an execu
adjutant of the 5th Battalion. He
· · rece ive h'IS comm1ss
· ion of
wll
1
2nd Lieutenant in June and hopes
to receive appointment to two
years active duty in August.
Brian has also
been an active
member of the
Masque Society
for the past
three years. His
favorite r o 1 e
during that
time was the
Bremner
par.t of Paris in
"Tiger at the Gates." He also
prepared publicity on the Masque
for the XU News.
Mr. Bremner will graduate cum
laude in June with an AB degree
and shortly afterward he will
marry Miss Sheila Scragg. Then,
after his army service, Brian
hopes to get into advertising work
in Chicago.
Not to be overlooked in his
activities are his acceptance into
the Mermaid Tavern, Xavier's
writing club, this past year, and
the speeches he has given in Chicago for Operation More.
As a final view on his life at
Xavier, Brian says he is an off.
campus student and he likes. it.

Bill Mountel
Military Man

P_e_r_s_h-in-g--R-if-1-es--a-n_d_t_h_e_r_i_fle
tea~. It is not' surprising that,
wiith a man like Bill Mountel
round
t h e general feeling
~oward' the Pershing Rifles has
d · 1 d' ·
swung from lacka
f
tasica'd ismTh
terest to one o acu e pri e.
e
.
· k d
nfle tea~ has pic e up new
members .m the process
also,
and
·
f
shows great promise or the
future.
Monty, himself, claims that "a
change in staff" has produced
many of these changes-especially
regarding student attitude toward
the military. In days gone by,
some students seemed only interested in the Military Ball (which
Bill, incidentally, has had his
hand in managing for four years),
but that is changed now-and
much of the credit for this change
belongs to Bill.
Bill said that he has been
grateful for the experience he
has gained here at Xavier. He
wishes more fellows would show
some interest around the school
because he feels they are really
missing something. "You have to
work for things you want to get
done," and this we're sure Bill
Mountel has.
Upon graduation and completion of D.M.G., Bill hopes for a
Regular Army Commission. From
ithis, it looks as though Bill
Mountel is well on his way into
the future with the Army.

Bob Sullivan
Band President

At 25 Robert Sullivan Is one of
Xavier's oldest seniors, but Uncle
Bill Mountel was like any other Sam had a lot to do with that.
student as he entered Xavier. He Bob graduated from Roger Bacon
had a choice In courses and he in 1951 and started to XU, but
chose B.S. in General Business. he was drafted in 1954.
He spent fourBut since that first year, there
teen months at
has been no doubt in anyone's
Ft. Knox, Kenmind that Monty's first ambition
tucky, and Inwas to become a military man.
diantown Gap,
To most people
Penn., in speit all seemed
1
cial units beto start when
fore going to
Bill won the
Korea. Bob
Reserve 0 ff iSullivan
then spent ten
cers' Award for
'.' the outstanding months working as an MP in
·: firs·t year basic South Korea. Besides his regular
student. Actu- military police duties, Bob occaally, Bill was sionally guarded famous VIP's;
following in the footsteps of near the two most famous ones he
relatives: an uncle who is a helped to guard were Secretary
Brigadier General, and his broth- of State, John Fositer Dulles, and
Syngman Rhee, President of the
er who is also an army officer.
Since those freshman days, the Republic of Korea.
awards have not ceased. He won
At Xavier Bob plays trombone
the D.A.V. Award for drill and in the band; he was vice-presithe Sons of the Revolution Award dent of the band last year and
for leadership and citizenship. president this year. Be will reFurthermore, he has come up ceive his BSBA degree In .June
through the ranks of G Battery. and hopes to work In Personnel
First, Bill made Sergeant First somewhere locally. At the present
Class, then First Sergeant. By time be works part-time at Flohr
junior year he was Platoon Ser- Bookbinders.
geant, and this year he became
Bob got some special theatrical
Battery Commander as well as experience in the Army, for he
Battalion Commander of the 5th was a comedian and band memBattalion.
ber in a variety show on the ship
Under Monty's leadership, G to Korea. Stan Dale, a Chicago
· Battery came in first in a Day- disc jockey, was MC of that
ton-Xavier drill meet. Much more show.
impo11tant is that under him G
Mr. Sullivan belongs to St.
Battery placed 4th nationally in Clement Parish in Cincinnati and
intercollegiate drill competition. he has coached their basketball
But besides being tops in his team for the past four years.
outfit and for that matter the Last year his efforts were reschool, the senior from Newport warded with the state CYO
is in ROTC Flight, the X.O.M.M., championship.
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At The Over-The-Rhine Party

by Denny Doherty,
XU News Managing Editor
With a repetition of last year's
ideas, the 1959 Xavier Mardi
Gras celebration proved itself the
most successful social event of
the year ·thus far. At least this
was the opinion of students who
attended either both, or one, of
the parties.
Candlelight and eheekered table
eloths, along with Smittie's Band,
tumed a erowded armory into a
typleal German Beer Garden of
the early 1900's.
For novelty, the Second Annual

Beard Growing Contest was held.
R. DeVereaux Vanek and Ed
Edelmann, both columnists for
the News, copped top awards for
the best beards. ·Like last year,
the party featured a strolling
accordionist and a honky-tonk
piano player during the band
breaks.
Saturday evening, February '7,
found downtown Cincinnati bustling with some strange-looking

creatures. The Masquerade Ball,
which was the weekend wrap-up,
was marked by costumes from
Peter Pan to a Pair of Dice.
Music was provided by Clyde
Trask and his orchestra, and, like
Friday night, there was continuous music. During the breaks,
three smiling belles from Dayton,
Ohio, THE THREE HONEYS,
serenaded the costumed couples.
THE THREE HONEYS also

Eileen White and Al Rohs
toppetl the list wi.th the most
humorous costumes. They dressed
as Swirtch Abouts; that is, Al was
a ravishing red head and Eileen
was the beau.

Attendance at both the "Overthe-Rhine Party" and the Masquerade Ball was better than last
year's. Apparently, the ideas have
already proved successful and are
here to stay.

~I I r~e· /.£. ~(ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS)
IC,111 lia 'IT •
AND FIND OUT!~~
J

Do K>u Think for
~i

drew the job of judging the best
costumes. "Unique" prizes went
to Midge l\lulvihill and Don Barnhorst. They came as two Laundry
Poles with Monday morning's
wash hanging between them.

Bobbie Woeber and Glenn DuBrucq won in the Historical division. Glenn came as Henry VIU,
carrying the head of a decapitated
Miss Woeber, alias Anne Bolyn,
who was wife number two.
Each winner was presented
with a cigarette lighter by one
of the judges.

At The Masquerade Ball

1. If you were about to buy an automobile,
A
would you (A) study the road-test
reports in the magazines, or (B) select
the car that looks best to you?

1

D D
B

.3

~
~·

,

•.

,.

.:·

5. In buying a radio, would you be
influenced more by (A) low price, or
(B) prq_duct features despite a
slightly higher price?

2. When confronted with a menu with
lots of foreign terms, do you (A) ask
what is in each dish, or (B) accept the
waiter's recommendation?

6. When deciding on what movie to see,
do you usually prefer films that (A)
are gay and diverting, or (B) have a
social message?

3. When invited to play an unfamiliar
game, do you (A) refuse to play until
you fully understand the rules, or (B)
pick up the rules as you go along?

7. When you run into a foreign phrase in
a textbook, do you first (A) head for
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to dope out the meaning yourself?

4. When invited to a party, do you (A)
accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no
matter who attends, or (B) try to learn
who will be there before accepting?

8. When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news ancl editorial matter?

A

D

B

o

9. In choosing a filter cigarette,
(A) are you easily swayed by
bold claims, or (B) do you
think for yourself and stick
by your decision'?

If you're the kind of person who thinks for

yourself • . • you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. '!'heir reason?
Best. in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man s taste.
*If you checked (A) on three out of the first
four questiom, and (B) on four out of the last
five ••• 11ou really think for yourself!
Cl I OD01 Drown" WUltam11on Tobacco Corp.

-

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER ••• A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI

l
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XU Do1vn But Not Out

Musketeers Challenge Marquette, Western

News Sports Editor

(News sports editor Ed Adams was called away by a death
in the family, so assistant sports editor Hap O'Daniel is
guest-writing this week)
It's a good thing the Dodgers moved out of Brook~yn 'Yhen
they did, because Xavier supporters now have exclusive rights
to the expression, "Wait till next year!"
With nine of 12 lettermen returning from the NIT champs,
XU rooters expected even greater things this season. Now,
with the campaign four-fifths completed and a 10-10 ledger
to show for it, Xavier will once again "wait till next year."
Four of the Musketeers' remaining five games are at
home, starting with the big one Saturday night against Marquette. Here's the opportunity for Xavier students to show
that they haven't given up on the team and appreciate the
effort they've been putting out, even if no post-season tournament is in the cards. The Muskies will need all the support
they can get to finish the season with a winning record. It's
up to the students to see that they get it.
OF COACHES AND CRITICS
Walk into South Hall some day around lunch time and
eavesdrop on a few basketball bull sessions. From the general
stream of conversation issuing from this hallowed haven of
the second-guesser, an outsider might conclude that Coach
Mccafferty is a prime candidate for crucifixion.
McCafferty, good sport that he is, is unperturbed by these
fancied threats to his likeness. It still remains a source of
irritation to all concerned, however, that such a situation as
mentioned in the above paragraph exists at a school which is
supposed to train young men to think clearly.
The McCafferty offense seems to be the prime target of the
wolves. All offenses are designed to set up shots, and the best
offense in the game wouldn't click if the shots weren't falling.·
The coach can't put the ball in the basket.

Seattle, Montana State Spoil
Muskies' Western Road Trip
by Ron Koch

The Musketeers initiated their extensive road trip to the
West Coast Monday night, Feb. 9, with a 88-69 loss to the
Seattle University Chieftains. Avenging their early season loss
to the Muskies, the Chieftains outscored Xavier in every
department.
While never in the lead, Xavier
stayed in contention until midway in the second half, when
some hot shooting by Jerry Frizzell and Sweet Charlie Brown
doomed the Muskies' zone defense.
Little Al Gundrum topped
Xavier scoring with 15, marking
the fifth straight game (four as
a starter) in which the sharpshooting junior guard hit in
double figures.
Ducky Castelle contributed 14
and co-captain Joe Viviano added
12, but the Muskies couldn't overcome the well-balanced Seattle
attack as · all five Chieftain
starters Mt the double figures.
Off on the wrong foot, the
Muskies stumbled in Bozeman,
Montana, Wednesday night. Suf·
fering their third straight loss,
they bowed to an underdog Montana State five 93-81.
Although the score was tied
eight times, the Musketeers once

Bowling Notebook
MONDAY RESULTS: Jerry
Lukowitz 192-536 (high series);
John Deibel 198 (high rame)-462;
Bill Campbell 186-185-528; Jim
Dusablon 183-499; Hugh Stronc
181-464; Tom Hemmelgarn 190·
418; Tim McGhee 176-414.
TOP AVERAGES: Dusablon
171, Campbell 170, Lukowitz 165,
Clayton Schnetzer 164, Paul Gru·
penholf 160.
SECOND SEMESTER STAND·
INGS: Bridesmaids 6-0, Four
Duds 5-1, Gutter-Dusters 5-1, Ball
Rusten 4-2, Four X's Z-4, Scrub1
Z-4, Leprechaun 1-4, t-Ba11en
Z-4, Moolllhinen 1-5, Dorm Bops
1-5.

again were unable to command
the lead at any time. Halftime
found Xavier trailing 45-43.
The Bobcats got a hot hand
soon after intermission and scored
10 straight points for a 59-49.
Viviano sparked a surge which
saw X fight back to 74-67, but
the speedy Bobcats squelched the
Xavier drive once again.
Five Musketeers-Viviano, Castelle, Ron Nicolai, Gundrum and
Charlie Phillips-hit the double
figures. Coach McCafferty considered the game ·the best physi. cal effort of the season,

by Hap O'Danlel
Their hopes for a bid to the
NIT practically gone, Xavier's
Musketeers will attempt to snap
out of· ·the doldrums of a fourgame losing streak Saturday
night when they entertain. the
mighty Marquette Warriors on
the Cincinnati Garden boards a•t
8:30.
Marquette, sporting a classy
17-3 record as compared with the
Muskies' 10-10, will be a prime
target for two reasons. The Warriors were the first team to defeat Xavier this season, racehorsing their way to an 86-71
victory at Milwaukee way back
in December. Secondly, a win is
needed for the McCaffertymen to
regain their footing.
The Eddie Hickey-coached Mil·
waukeeans have lost two of their
last three contests, and word has
it that ·the pressure of a national '
ranking is beginning to tell on a
team which wasn't expected to
do anything this season.
Marquette didn't look anything
Mike Moran
like the club which soundly
Marquette Pivot
trounced the Muskies in December last Saturday night as iot
dropped a ·68-55 decision to Louisville at Louisville.
Ralph Crosthwaite
The Warriors weren't getting
Western Kentucky, hitting 49.2
Western
Sharpshooter
percent of its shots, finally gained the shots off their · famed fast
revenge for five straight losses break, so they may be ripe for omore product of Ft. Thomas
to Xavier with a 94-67 win at another defeat Saturday night. who's averaging 11.3.
Bowling Green, Ky., Monday If they're right, however, look
Other s.tarters will be 6-6
out, because fast-break teams Charlie Osborne and 6-5 Al Ellinight.
Their ranks thinned to ten, the have given the Muskies fits all son at forwards and 6-1 Don
Musketeers were no match for season long.
Parsons at guard. The Toppers'
Getting the star.ting call · will have a strong bench and are
the hot-shooting Hilltopers. It
was Xavier's worst defeat of the be 6-8 center Mike Moran (18.3), stocked with good shooters, but
season along with the Oklahoma forwards Walt Mangham (13.3), lack the blazing speed which is
City game (City won 81-54) a 6-4 jumping jack, and Don the usual trademark of Diddleand the most points scored by a Kojis (12.4), a classy 6-5 soph, directed quinitets.
and guards 6-1 Jim McCoy (11.1)
rival this season.
With Joe Viviano railroaded and Jim Kollar (8.5). The Warout of the game early in the riors' bench, however, doesn't
second half on some questionable measure up to rthe standards of a
Mammoth Joe Schroeder, a
calls, Ducky Castelle was forced nationally-ranked club.
starting tackle on 1the 1958 varWestern Returns
to carry the load. He came
Ed Diddle will bring his West- sity football squad, has signed a
through admirably, scoring 22,
but Al Gundrum, who notched ern Kentucky Hilltoppers, a 94 _67 tryout contract with the Montreal
10, was the only teammate to conqueror of Xavier Monday Alovettes of the Candadian Footnight, to the Garden next Monday ball Lea.gue. Schroeder, a draft
give him support.
choice of t~e. Cleveland Browns,
Al Ellison, hitting from far in a locally-televised clash.
western, now 12-9, features elected to JOm the host of exout, led the Toppers with 24 as
four mates also hit in double two Greater Cinclnnatians--6.9 Musketeer football greats playsharpshooter center Ralph Cros-- _ ing professional ball north of
figures.
thwaite of Western Hills, a senior the border.
who's canned 6Z percent of his
Earlier, ·guard Russ Goings
shots and 21 points a game, and announced his signing with Sas6-2 Panny Sarakatsannls a soph- kafohewan of the same league.

Western Kentucky
Bombs Xavier 94-67

Schroeder Signs

MUSl(ETEER
OF THE WEEK

by Joe Petrocelli

If nominations were open for a Musketeer basketball
player who best exemplifies the Xavier spirit, Jim Puthoff
would have to receive strong consideration.

O'Connor, Creager Win
Sailing Club Elections
Xavier University sailors will
be led in 1959 by newly-elected
Commodore J o h n O'Connor.
Other new officers chosen at the
Sailing Club election Jan. 7 were
Vice-Commodore Joe Creager,
treasurer Jim Ulrich, Rear Commodore Bill Neve! and secretary
Evelyn Woefle.
Nevel was named Equipment
Chairman of the Midwestern
District of the Midwest College
Sailing Association at a meeting
Feb. 14 and 15 at Indiana University. Xavier received bids at
this meeting to six regattas this
semester.
Steve Schultz and Dick Kaiser
represented Xavier at the Sugar
Bowl Regatta in New Orleans,
Dec. 27 and 28, and copped fifth
place.
Letter winners for 1958, announced at a banquet held Jan.
10, were Schultz, Jack Sheblesy
(the retiring Commodore and
Vice-Commodore respectively),
O'Connor and Elaine Wecli1.

Senior Forward Jim Puthoff
"Holler Guy" Of Musketeers

'::,;.,

~~i•{r

Ducky Castelle
Seattle, Montana State,
and Western Ky. Games
Although his scorln1 splurce
seemingly has come too late to
be of any avail, Ducky Castelle
rates the nod as Musketeer of the
Week. The classy-drlbblin1, slick·
passing 5·11 junior iuard, who
also excels on defense, scored H
arainst Seattle, 19 against Mon·
tana State and 22 aralnst West·
ern. Admittedly ihe team's best
playmaker, but until recently an
occupant of the bench for lack
of seorlnr ability, DuckJ bu
reraJned hil lbootinr eye to briar
bis pereentare well over tbe .aoo
mark.

Puthoff, a 6-4 senior, hails
from Purcell High where, in his
senior year, he led his team to
the District finals after they had
captured the G.C.L. championship. Jim's honors included allCity, all-State aud all-Catholic
all-American.
Although Jim hasn't seen much
action in his college career, his
appearances show his stronJ
defensive aibility, especially on
the boards. Not big for a forward
by today's college standards,
"Putts" rebounds with the best
of them. He once snagged 17
offensive rebounds in his freshman season against UC's frosh.
The "holler guy" of the Xavier bench for the last three campai.gns, Jim keeps up a stream
of constant encouragement to
his teammates about his near o
his mates on the floor. His spirit
comes in especially handy away
from home.
Jim, who takes constant ribbing from his teammates about
his nearsightedness, wears contact lenses which give him the
appearance of a Mister Magoo on
the court. He never has trouble

Jim Puthoff
finding the ball (and more often
than not taking it away), however
"Putts" will terminate his col·
lege career when he graduates
this year with a B.S. B.A. de,ree.
His spirit, scrap, and hustle will
be sorely missed on the Xavier
basketball teams of the future.
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'59 Frosh ''Fabulous Five'' XU's Best? -Nine XU Athletes Floored By
·

by Ed Adams

Tom Sizer, a teammate of the fabled Jerry Lucas at
Middletown and reg::irded almost a~ highly as a college prospect, saw that only six seconds remained for his UC Bearkitten
mates to erase a 74-73 Xavier lead.

He hesitated, realizing that
time was fleeting, and drove for
the layup that would make the
game Cincinnati's. Halfway to
the basket, he was intercepted
by Xavier's sterling Frank Pinchback, who in one motion leaped
into the air, blocked the shot, and
stole <the ball. Most important,
Pinchback avoided committing a
foul.
When the clock ran out seconds later, Xavier's fabled Freshman Five had a one-point conquest over cross-town rival UC.
Pinchback, in effect, had saved
the game.
That single pl·ay wasn't Pinchback's only claim to fame that
day. He scored 18 points while
limiting his opposite number, 6-6
high school All-American Sandy
Pomerantz, .to 15. Pinchback also
outrebounded the highly-touted
Bearcat forward, who fouled out
with two minutes to go.
Early arrivals to that Saturday
afternoon's varsity clash 1between
Xavier and UC were treated to
a •play that rates as the finest
that this year's Muskie freshman
team has managed. And they've
managed quite a few fine ones.
In 11 outings Don Ruberg's
spirited yearlings have tasted
defeat only once. That was an

into a 12.6 average in the scoring depa1·tment.
Pinchback, the most heralded
of the cro.p (he was a high school
all-American at Christian Brothers Academy, Albany, N.Y.),
goes at the other forward. A
slow start hampered the early
efforts of the six-five leaper but
improvement in virtually every
Jame has placed him among the
team's stalwarts. Frank has been
hitting at an 10.7 clip.
Rounding out the starting five
is center Jerry Antil, a 6-8
native of Milwaukee who's grown
an inch since he reported to
Xavier in the fall. It's Ruberg's
prediction that the 17 year old
pivotman will become the Musketeers' first seven-foot cagerJerry is still growing. A fine
rebounder, Anti! is sporting a
6.1 scoring average.
One can imagine how talentrich the little Muskies are when
he surveys the 1b.ench and sees
the likes of 6-9 Pete Schmeling,
6-6 John Hannigan, 6-5 Don
Cowie, 6-4 Dick Strobel, 6-0 Ed

Don Ruberg
Freshman Mentor
Riechman, 6-2 Kenny Williams,
5-10 Mickey Seal and 6-0 Dave
Guenther.
Backed by this strong bench,
the fabled five are out to prove
that they're Xavier's •Jreates't
freshman team ever. They have
talent and, just as important,
desire. They believe their coach's
favorite phrase "All we know is
win" as sincerely as the coach
himself.

Poor Grades At Mid-Semester

Grades took more than a token
toll last 1Week of Musketeer
athletes, with such solid performers as football halfback and
full.back Eddie Lee Thomas and
basketball guards Ricky Jannott
and Tommy Malone feeling the
axe of scholastic ineligibility.
The losses of Jannott and
Malone were considered the most
devastating. Although used primarily in reserve capacities, the
pair were important because of
the 1bench strength they supplied.
Jannott cracked the starting
line-up on two occasions this
year, in the first encounter
against Louisville and ·against
the 1M iami Redskins. Malone saw
lmiited service.
All members of Don Ruberg's
freshman 1basketball team survived t h e announcement of
grades.
A trio of varsity gridders
were declared ineligible and a
fourth revealed his decision to
quit athletics. Ineligible for competition are halfback and fullback Thomas, tackle Ed Wandstrat and end Bob Salancy. Tom
Niehaus, a second-team guard in
1958 who loomed as a strong
candidate for starting duty next

Engl/sh: DRIVE-IN MOVIE ON A RAINY NIGHT

Art DelConte
Able Assistant
76-67 loss to the University of
Dayton freshmen on the Dayton
floor. One might think that a
team that bad lost only once
would be satisfied with its record. But not the Little Blue. Say~
guard Billy Kirvin, "I know
we're better than they are. Wait
'till we get them down here."
The two squads meet again on
Sunday, M·arch 8 in the Cincinnati Garden.
Kirvin, incidentally, has
emerged as the club's number
one scoring threat, hitting almost
60 % of his shots, which are
mainly hard-earned outside
jumps. Billy has tallied 19.1
points ·per game. The aggressiveness and will to win of William
Martin Kirvin are characteristic
of his namesake, Billy Martin of
the Cleveland Indians.
Kirvin's running mate in the
freshman backcourt is a 5-11
hustler and playmaker from St.
Xavier, Jimmy EnriJht. Noted
in high school for his ball handling and feeding wbilities, Enright
has also shown himself to be a
fine outside shot. He's scored at
an 13.8 pace. It is notwble that
the squad's lone loss to Dayton
occurred on a night when Enright lay bedridden with a high
temperature.
His former St. Xavier teammate, 6-7 Jack Thobe, has managed the shift from high school
pivotman to college forward in
fine style. The blond Bomber is
the team's top rebounder and
has parlayed a wide variety of
shots, including a sweeping hook,

Thlnkllsh translaflon: This drive-in's main
feature: pictures matched to the weather. In
January, it's Snow White; in July, Hot Spell.
When it pours, of course, the program is all wet:
Singing in the Rain, Hatful of Rain and Rain·
tree County. On such nights, the
only (Thinklish) word for this
place is damphitheater ! Better
turn on your windshield wipers,
light up a Lucky, and enjoy the
honest taste of fine tobacco.
Then It's Always Fair Weather!

Start talking our language-we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's
new words from two words-like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
name, address, college and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE

••·r·'9.

fall, has decided not to participate further in football.
Four members of the freshman
football squad also were declared
ineligible-halfback Jerry Hamlin, halfback John Williams, end
Mel Hibbett and center John
Riordan.

lntramurals
INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
PLAYOFF SCHEDULE
THURSDAY, February 19:
Upper Bracket: (6:30):
First Semesters ( Mo n d a ~
champs) vs. Connaughton's or
Marionettes (Tuesday runnersup); Hoosiers (Tuesday champs)
vs. Bugs (Thursday runners·
up).
Lower Bracket (7:30):
Gordon's (Thursday champs)
vs. Court Jesters (Wednesday
champs); Rats (Monday run·
ners-up) vs. Padres or Erasers
(Wednesday runners-up).
TUESDAY, February 24:
Upper Bracket Semifinals at
6:30; Lower Bracket Semis at
7:30
WEDNESDAY, February 25:
Championship game at 7 p.m.

ilAGE siX
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Law School Dean

STUDENT COUNCIL

Mardi Gras Shows Profit;
WCX U Debuts ·In.- May
by Jerry Martin, News Associate Editor
Student Council, with the ease could be enticed"; second, it
of a child returning to the ore would be very good for the forpits after an Easter vacation, eign students. Once this project
took chair and table in hand last is organized the committee 1will
Monday and returned to the task be temporarily discontinued.
of voicing the student at Xavier.
Reports from the IAG and on
President Schneider opened with the NIT trip, if such becomes a
a reminder to the members in reality, were negligible. Myron
council about the grade require- Shibley gave a report on the St.
ments apropos to them. There Anthony's parish dance, which
were no reports to be had from showed a tenative profit of one
Chief Justice Foster and Treas- hundred dollars. Another dance
urer Schmidt. The financial audit is planned after Easter.
was incomplete because of the
In ·the field of new !business,
complications of ·registration.
Mr. James Deegan introduced a
Mr. William Long, chairman topic which will be further
of the Mardi Gras committee, looked into: At each school pargave a temporary report-a .profit · ticipating in its new advertising
of around seven hundred dollars, drive, Marllboro cigarettes will
double that of last year, was award to the one class collecting
realized. In the ensuing discus- the most Marlboro flip-top
sion, the reason · for the non- boxes, a new high fidelity set.
costume allowance came out. In This set may be sold, auctioned
view of the pre-dance sales, the or possibly raffled, · the proceeds·
executive committee decided to going to that class's treasury.
open the dance to both costume
On_e other topic was discussed,
and non-costume, unprecedented but it was considered inopportune
in view of the custom established at this time to release it to the
last year. However, as only some student ibody. It was· withheld
thirty co.uples were not in cos- from the minutes.
tume, ·this will probably not be
continued next year.
Next on the rostrum was a
report by Mr. Ed Schmidt on
the proposed radio station WCXU.
The s t a t i o n , to transmit :via
the electrical 1 i n e·s servicing
the university, will begin broadcasting around Family Day, if
all goes according to plan.
WCXU, 600 on Xavier's radio
dial, can 1be picked up only ~n. or
near the power lines servicing
the university. This will exclude
Marion Hall, for certain, and
probably Elet Annex. However,
at .present all of Norwood would
be able to pick up the s~gnal,
because of a back-up of power
through Xavier's :transmitter and
other e 1 e c t r o n i c phenomena.
This will •be· remedied before
broadcasting begins, however, as
it is probably in .violation of t:tie
FCC's rules, though it seems -that
even this latter is not certain.
There does not seem to be .much
chance of a regular station--one
that 'broadcasts via air wavesin the immediate future, for this
would require five to ten thousand dollars to set up, ·plus a
full-time engineer.
Later in the meeting a committee, consisting of Messrs.
Schmidt, Frank, and Mallardi,
was appointed to select a nominee
-subject to the approval of the
president of council-to head tlle
announcing staff of WCXU.
Terry Lautenbach rendered a
report on the recent Intercollegiate Committee meeting, held
with representatives from Mount
St. Joseph's and Edgecliff. One
proposal came out of the meeting, that the schools jointly
sponsor a forum to discuss what
can be done to make foreign
students more at home in the
s_tates and in Cincinnati. The
reasons for this forum were presented in this order: first,, it
would be a "very good publicity
deal for the university, •particularly if an important speaker
1

state of Michigan. The long line D. Cash Memorial Conference
of Fr. Bayne's accomplishments Room. He will speak on the tOpic,
seems to indicate that Monday's "Exceptional Children: Their Dil·
address will be very interesting. nity, Their Numbers, Their Clas··
The convocation begins at 1:30 sific:ation." The meeting is open·
p.m. in the Cash Room and is a to the public without char1e or
Series A cc>nvocation.
reservation.

To Address X.U.
Students Feb. 23
by TODJ Sclunltt
On Monda,., Feb. 21, Fr. David
Bayne,. S.J., will visit :X.vler to
speak of Today's Law Tomorrow." Fr. Bayne Is tbe dean of
the Unlvenlty of Detroit Law
School which bas recently come
Into Its own as one of the top
law schools In tbe count".
The enthusiasm of the students
at the law college is so high that
this year an old three-story house
was acquired for residence for
some of U.D.'s prosi>ective lawyers. The resid'ence was named
"The Inn of St.· Ives" in honor of
the patron sai1lt of lawyers.
Established with more or less
the same idea as our own Knights
of Columbus house, the "Inn" has
proven itself to be so successful
in its first year that there
already a waiting liSt for admis·
sion.
As dean of the law college Fr.
Bayne can be very proud of the
success of his students in the
Michigan bar exams. Last year,
of the twenty-four U.D. studenlts
who took the e~am, twenty-three
passed; this was tops for the

FAMILY LIFE INSTITUTE
- SPEAKER TO DISCUSS
EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Msgr. J. W. Feider, chaplain
for the past 25 years of the St.
·Coletta School for Exceptional
Children, Jefferson, Wis., will be
the principal speaker at ~he meet·
ing of the Family Life Institute
March 2 at 8:00 p.m. in the Albert

Clinic Set
Fr. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J.,
director of admissions, has an·
nounced plans for a Pre-College
Guidance Clinic for public blah
school students in the Cincinnati
area to be held Sunday, March 8,
from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the
R.O.T.C. Armory. This will be the
first such clinic held here.

FOi' Meal• at Home •••
Far Lunclae1 at Wori or Scitool •••
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(with Vitamin D)
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SHILLITO'S
OFFERS
CAREERS IN RETAILING
FOR
1959 GRADUATES
\

Belore making a final decision · on your career, in~estigate the oppor·
tunities for success and advancement available in merchandising careers
in the largest department s~ore in Cincinnati, Ohio. Shillito's is a division ·of Federated Department Stores and is affiliated with A.M.C.
(Associated Merchandisi.,ig Corporation).

Graduates from top schools in America join our company each ·year.
because Shillito's is a progressive. organization and known to be one
of America's finest stores.
I

Mr. Jerome McCarthy, Employment Manager, will interview on your
campus on Monday, February 23.- Contact the Placement Service for
·an
. ... interview.

ITALIAN AND AMERICAN

FOOD
3831 MONTGOMERY Bli.

Mr•. McCarthy will be interested in discussing merchandising opportunities with .you.
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MILITARY MUSINGS
On Feb. 27, 1959, the Xavier
University ROTC Rifle Club will
journey ito the University of
Illiµois, Champaign, Illinois, for
a rifle match. This match is ·the
tenth annual University of Illinois Rifle Match. It is anticipated
that thirty universities and colleges throughout the United
States will participate.
The match is to be fired on
the 27th and 28th of Feb. The
Xavier ·University Rifle Club
will leave Javier University at
8: 00 . a.m. on Feb. 27 · and return
on March 1, 1959.
Father John H. Reinke, S.J.,
Captain Rufus J. Miller and Sergeant Robert M. Stamper will
accompany.the team to ithe match.
NEW INSIGNIA
Beginnin1g Feb. 20, 1959, members of the Xavier University
ROTC Regiment will begin wear- in·g shoulder tabs of various
colors. These colored "tabs" will
be worn on the shoulder loops ·
of the military coat a·nd will
identify the members of each of
the five Co~ps Day 1battaliops and
the Regimental Staff. Green will
represent the Regimental Staff,
Red the first Battalion, White the
Second Battalion, Blue the Third
Battalion, Yellow the Fourth
Battalion and Purple the Fif.th
Battalion.
In addition to adding color to
the uniform, these tabs are designed to increase ithe esprit de
corps of each battalion by readily
identifying its members to each
other.
The Pershing Rifles and the
ROTC .Band will continue to use
their present means of identification. The Pershing Rifles wear
blue and 1w.hite shoulder tabs in
addition to · their fourragere of
the same color and the Band
wears only the white fourragere.

This idea was developed by
Cadet Major Robert A. Schafftein and members of the present
Regimental Staff during the fall
semester and after full study
was approved by. the PMST.
ATTENTION!
All students ·that are interested
in applying ifor the ROTC
Advanced Course, which will
begin in Sept. 1959, should submit their applications to the
Depaiitment of Military Science
and Tactics ·before March 13, 1959.
Application is made by scheduling an interview with Captain
Metzger who is located in St.
Baribara Hall. The Advanced
Course membership will again
be restricted as to size under a
quota established iby the Department of the Anny.
PRIDE NEEDED
The wearing of the ROTC uniform by Xavier Cadets on Cor.ps
Day has not been up to standard.
Cadets have shown carelessness
and sloppiness in this matter on
all previous Fridays. If 1the uniform is going to be worn, it must
be worn correctly and according
,to military standards. To assure
the correct wearing of ·uniforms,
a rigid system of demerits has
been adopted. All Advanced
Course Cadets have ibeen instructed to ibe alert to any -uni- '
form discrepancies on all parts
of the campus and, in future
weeks, will give ·an automatic
three (3) demerits to any violator or be subject to censure
themselves. If ·there is no im- ·
provement shown in successive
weeks in the general appearance
of the uniform, ithe number of
demerits to be given will be
raised to five (5). The cooperation of all Xavier ROTC Cadets
in this matter is desired~

Vets' Club
Elects Officers
by Bob Brad1
The election of officers was
held at the 'last monU1ly meeting of .the Vets' Club, Jan. 12.
.The new officers include, toastmaster Bill Burkett, treasurer
Joe Keller, secretary Bob Carr,
committee chairman Tom Dollries, and guard at arms Mike
Dammarell.
·
Due to their successful :between-semester dance at the
Elmwood Eagles' Hall and the
group retreat last week-end at
Marydale, the Vets are now discussing plans for more activities
this semestel'.
A Mass for deceased veterans
will be oi\fered sometime in .
April. The clwb . also plans to
sponsor a picnic in May, and
arrangements are now 1being
made to make it possible for the
Mt. Alverno boys to attend several baseball 1games.
The many and varied activities
of the Vets have made their club
one of the most 1prominent on
campus.
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of Columbus took part in the
first Dialogue Mass said in Latin
on ithe Xavier University Campus. The 10: 00 Mass in Elet
Ch~pel was celebrated iby Fr.
Shields, :S.J., moderator and
Chaplin of the Knights on Cam,
pus .

• • •

Youth Activity Chairman Jerry
Hair announced that he and
members of his committee will
attend the "Columbian Squires
and Counsellors' School" Sunday,
March 8, at the Northside K. of
C. Council. The Counsellors'
School is a program organized to

train leaders of youth activities
sponsored by the K. of C. The
Columbian Squires are the Teen
Age Branch of the Knights.

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3616 Mont1ome17 Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dam
A Few Blocks North
Of The Dorm.
Bachelor Senlee
Fluff D17 Bundi•
' BOt7B SERVICE

.INTERVIEWS for:

K.ofC. News
The Knights of Columbus
Xavier Council 4509 announced
that a Player's group has :been
formed for ithe members who are
interested in acting. Directed ·by
Tom Gressler, 3881 Reading Road,
a student at Xavier University,
the "Knights Playhouse" will
make their first appearance in
"The Play is the Thing," and
"The Voice," one act plays staged
by 1the students of Mt. Notre
Dame High School. It will be
presented :Saturday, Feb. 28, at
the Mt. Notre Dame High School
auditorium. Members of the
"players" are Paul Garbarino, Ed
Weidenfeller, and Wally Klein,
all residents of Knights Manor
3881 Reading Rd.

·-

• • •

This Program is designed to develop young, inexperienced men for careers in life insurance sales
and sales management. It provides an initial train·
ing period of 81/a months (including one month at
a Home Office School) before the men move into
full sales work.
Those trainees who are interested in and who are
found qualified for .management responsibility are
assured of ample opportunity to move on to such
work in either our field offices or in the Home Office
after an initial period in sales.
A limited number of attractive opportunities are
also available at the Home Office for Actuarial
Trainees and Administrative Trainees.
The Connecticut Mutual is a 113-year-old com•
pany with 500,000 policyholder-members and- over
four billion dollars of life insurance in force.
Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for the limited number·pf" men accepted
each year.
Arrange with the pla.cement.p~<l!l-~r. ~ii int~r~.

view with: .--- ----- ---·

Sunday, Feb. 14, the Knights

J. H. FARRAR -

81umri11'1 Ph1rm11y

-·- -.....__.__.

WARREN C. SMIT&

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY Hth, 9:00 a.m. • 5 p.m.

The Df'Ug Store Closest To
Xavter Unive,.lit11
MEirose 1-3108
3618 Montgomef1 Road

Connecticut Mutual Life
. INSURANCE COMPANY• HARTFORD

~~=====================~~~~~~-
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C:a1f off the fad1
and fanq 1tuff •••
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"Pd walk a mile for a Camell"

BB RBALLY RBl'RBSHBD ••• BA.VB A COKBI

•

I I
I

Lucky ua ••• today ia the modem· lee
age. Lots and lots of lt in refri1eratora
ready to lee up the Coke. And what
could be more dellcioua than frosty
Coca-Cola •••.the real refreshment.
With its cold crisp taste and
lively lift it's alwaya Coke for The
Pause That Refr•h•I

lottled under authorltr of 1he Coca.cola C.Paft1

I

.I

Ice age
•r

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY

•

More people want America's
real cigarette than any
other brand today. For 10
straight years, Camel has
been the top-selling cigarette of all. The Camel blend
of costly tobaccos has never
been equalled for rich flavor
and easygoing mildness.
The best tobacco makes the
best smoke.

Have areal

cigarette·have a CAMEL
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Placement
Office

by John Finn and Terry Lautenbach
Ed. Note: This week t1ie Xavier News is privileged to have as
columnists two of South Hall's top bridge artists. Bot1i are good bridge
players in their own right. We hope that their column wiU prove
entertaining as well as educational.

Greetings to all you So?th Hall bi:idg«: enth1:1siasts. We're
certainly excited about bemg able to brmg this column to
you. Through these articles .we'll ~ry. to bring in~o play some
of the finer points and va~1ous biddnw conve~tlons, as well
as the basic rules for playmg good bridge. We 11 be only too
happy to answer any questions you readers may have, so let
us hear from you.

One thing any bridge player,
expert or beginner, wants to do
is get the most from his hand.
Keep in mind that normally, 26
pts. will produce a game in1 notrump or a major suit. It will
normally take 29 pts. for a game
in a minor suit, 33 pts. for a baby
slam and 37 pts. for a grand slam.
So if you're playing and your
partner opens the bidding, you
know he has 13 or 14 points. If
you also hold .that number of
points, don't stop the bidding at
the 1 or 2 level when chances are
you hold game.
This desire to get the most
from .the cards held is illustrated
in our hand today.
NORTH
S: J-10-9-8
R: A-10-8
D: K·Q·J-1
C: 6-2

heart and the 3 of clubs. The 2 of
clubs was led to the A-K-Q, giving North-South a score of 1930
points, including the 500 rubb!?r.

SOUTH
S: K·Q-4
R: 9-1
D: A-8-5
C: A·K-Q-10·3
EAST
S: A-5-3-2
R: Q·J-5-4-3
D: 9-6-4
C: 9
WEST
S: 1-8
R: K-6-2
D: 10·3·2
C: J-8-7-5-4
South dealer
North-South vulnerable
South West North East
1 N.T. pass 3 D. pass
4 c.
pass 4 n. pass
6 N.T. pass pass double
pass
pass pass
Opening lead-5 of Clubs
Wi th South opening the bid for
a no-trump (16-18 pts.) and North
being able to count 12 pts., there
appears to be a chance of making
more than four of a major suit.
This is the reason for· North's
jump bid and subsequenit slam
bid.
In playing the defensive rule
of eleven (leading the fourth
highest card of the longest suit)
West actually gave declarer the
Club 10 finesse and consequently
the contract was fulfilled.
After winning with the 10 of
clubs, South played his ace of
diamonds and then his king of
spades which was taken by East.
The heart queen was won with
dummy's ace and the remaining
spades and ·diamonds were run,
on which declarer stuffed his last
1

-~···········
TUXEDO
RENTAL

*
LANDEN, LTD.
635 Vine St.

Cblll & Spa1hettl,
Coney Islands - 2 for H•
With Beans, Cheese and Onlom

News
by Jim Keller
The Summer lnteme Program
and the Summer Employment
Program are not for vacatlonln1
medical students and Itinerant
fruit pickers respectively. S.I.P.
and S.E.P. are two distinct projects of the Placement Service
that can make a vital difference
in your future.
Now in its second year at Xavier, ·the Summer Interne Program
was created to fulfill a studentbusiness need. Students need to
earn money during the summer
for college expenses and, at the
same time, desire work that will
complement their future plans.
But often, classical language
majors spend their summer loading trucks and chemistry majors
selling shoes. Business needs edu·cated men, yet a college graduate
must usually undergo long, expensive .training by the company
before he becomes productive.
S.J.P. is beginning to· erase this
double waste of time by placln1
the undergraduate In the field at
which he plans to work, and with
companies that are wlllln1 to
train him.
Already the Placement Service
has definite openings in government projects and in private industry for physics, chemistry,
psychology, and pre-engineering
students. Local firms such as
Kroger Company, J. C. Penney
Company, and Western and
Southern Life Insurance Company will be seeking students of

any major field who are inter· director of S.J.P., hopes to in·
ested in administration and re- crease to fifty men. Because of
tailing.
the good wage scale (about aev·
enty
dollars per week) and the
A convocation in early March
will present the specific informa- scholarships · that some of the
tion on both of the programs. But companies offer, competition is
·
durin·g the remainder of . the the limiting factor.
semester, supplementary inforThe Summer Employment Promation on new opportunities and gram is also designed to place
allied subjects will appear in this undergraduates in summer jobs,
column to help you make belt but it is more general in scope.
use of the summer placement S.E.P.'s openings are varied, in·
programs.
eluding fruit harvesting in France
This year, Mr. Martin, the and saleswork in Cincinnati.

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Years Experience
MUFFLllS
lltAKES
INSTALLED FREI
RELINED
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE

$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
''World's First Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"

Too Important To

Forge~

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
in every student's diet.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474

•

GOES AND
GOES AND
GOES ON A GALLON !

•
. .,

•'

-'

Biloafl'UI .J·Door Sedan el&owa the Fiaher Bod11 beatct11 ~/ Chmolet'a lowest prieed aeriea /or 'II.

CHEVY'S NEW HI-THRIFT 8
More milea are back in a gallon of regular-1rade
ga-np to 10% rriore-and Clievy's new Hi-Thrift
6 engine puts tliem tliere. It also gives you more
"git" in tlie speeds you. drive tlie moat.
Here's an engine that always seems able to coax extra
miles out of a tank of regular-grade gas. In fact, If you're
one of those drivers who keep tab on thinp like 1u
mileage, you'll soon see for yourself that this new Bf.
Thrift 6 gets up to 103 more miles a gallon.
Another thing you'll like about this 136-b.p. 6 fl the

extra pep it gives you for passing and climbin1 hllll. Thia
is due to higher torque at normal speeds.
It may .be hard to believe anything that loolm and
moves like this '59 Chevy can be such a stickler for
economy. But-whether you pick the Hi-Thrift 6 or a
vim-packed VS-this is just
one ~ore reason Chevy's
the car that's wanted for all ·
ita worth. Stop by your
dealer'• and aee.
Thf nsart l'witeh ia to tM '69 Clanf I

PArlnra1 l·'IMI

now-see the wider selection of models at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer'sl· .

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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The Night Side of The News
HISTORY TO BE MA.DE
by Jim Vorwoldt, XUEC Editor .
. History sometimes seems to move slowly; at other times
it seems to leap ahead like a school of dolphins. It has witnessed many events; most of the important ones have been
those of a tragic cast: war, death, pestilence, and famine. This
tearful list is endless; however, here and there the account of
man is interspersed with the promises of joy and happiness.
These events usually have some connection with peace and a
greater understanding of man to his brother.
Soon the annals of time will be inscribed therein with the
accomplishments of the ecumenical council called by His
Holiness, Pope John XXIII. Once again the Holy Roman
Church will assemble its far-flung Bishops to a general council, the 21st in the unending history of the Church.
The saintly Pius XII led us through the terrible war
'
'years. Now that some time has elapsed since that plague, the
time is ripe to try to mend the disastrous disunity of the
Christian world as it is being devoured bit by bit by the
cancer of Communism. Headed by the solid farmer stock that
built, up Rome, the Church will convene in council to see what
' measures can be undertaken to help weld the various fractures
of the Christian faith together.
However,. many fear a general council. Naturally, any
force of Communism would fear such a concentrated effort
at Christian unity; for what is more potent to them than the
might of Christianity united in battle for the destruction of
their damned institution. Then, too, there are some Protestant
sects that are fearful of the council. They are afraid that if
means are made to encourage the admission of wayward
groups into Holy Mother the Church, they will lose membe~
because of their internal contradictions and illogical faiths.
Lastly, there are some Eastern Orthodox groups that are
wary of a general council because of their historic mistrust
of Rome; ·many of these inwardly feel the desire to return
to the Mother Church. How many of the 209,858,787 Protestant
followers, or of the 129,192,755 Eastern. Orthodox followers
will throw off the old and put on the new at the invitation
of the Holy Father? Imagine what wonders could happen if
a unity of Christian peoples would occur. Perhaps now is the
time for the breach between the Eastern and Roman Church
to be dissolved. Truly such a union would be a forceful power
against Communism and the general paganistic atmosphere
that prevails today.
The Roman Catholic Church earnestly desires _the return
of her lost sheep to the fold. Only time will tell, and with the
Grace of God such a reunion can take place soon. With the
power and prayers of the Western Church behind them, the
enslaved peoples of the East would have added courage and
strength to withstand their persecution.
This council may be the beginning of the end for our
constant persecution by the Communists. Perhaps some day
the Steppes of Russia .will be ablaze with the light not of
atomic fire, but with the light of hundreds of candles burning
upon altars as the Russian people will once again · celebrate
the eternal Mass.
·
. Now we must all pray for the success of the 21st Ecumenical Council called by our Holy Father, John XXIII. With
prayer, understanding, love, and the Grace of God, this will
be one of the most important councils of the Church.

E. C. Opinionaire
by Pete S. Carusone
Jerry Seeger, a Strowbridge
mous in their negative answer to Lithographing employee, said
the question which was recently that a small car is too crowded
posed: "Would you prefer a brand when double-dating. He wants
new,- small, economical ·ear to the more . room an~ feels that a
one you now own?"
larger car rides more smoothly.
Lois Mlrus, who is taking 7 Only the gas consumption seems
credit hours at the evening col- to be in the favor of the small
lege this year said, "No, because car. Jerry is still a big car man.
Thus it seems the small car
I ·have 4 children and we have a
9-passenger station wagon which dealers have little business with
is very satisfactory for oilr needs.'' Xavier evening students. They
Lois's station wagon, one of the all prefer the roominess and luxso-ealled low-priced three, gives ury of a large car. Perhaps if gas
her satsifactory gas mileage, too. prices keep on riSing, our friends
To top f.t off, she relates that will switch to rthe smaller set.
"We just traded in a small car !llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!!
because it didn't give us enough !
!

XU night students are unani-

room."
Bob Fairbanks says that he
would enjoy having a new, small,
economical ear instead of his
present older Pontiac. "I jUlt
like the idea of having a new
car," says J3ob.
A very important point was
brought out by one who identified himself as W. Cannoe. "Thei:e
is no trade-in value unless you
intend to stay within. the small
ear field indefinitely," explains
Mr. Cannoe.
·
"I'll ·take any ear," says Nlek
·Selmelller, who doesn't have an
auto at this time. Actually, Nick
relates .that he would prefer a
lar1e car because of economy!
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ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

Discussion Set For Feb. 17

On Tuesday, Feb. 17, the Xav- firms. The national firms will be
ier. University Accounting Soci- represented by Mr. Harry Sonety wm sponsor a panel discus- kin from Alexander Grant & Co.
sion at its monthly meeting. and Mr. Fred Dennis from LyThis .panel will be so arranged brand Ross Bros. & Montgomery.
0 U
Or as to pit two well-known C.P.A.'s These
men will discuss the beneof independent accounting firms
fits
and
shortcomings of the two
against two equally well-known
U ftl
0
S C.P.A.'s ifrom national accounting types .of public accounting firms.
firms. By' name they are: Mr. This topic is· of the utmost imWilliam Mers from William Mers portance for the accounting
& Co. and Mr. Ottwell Rankin major who is even vaguely
by William Moloney
from Rouse, Rankin & Co. They interested in public accounting
A year and a half ago an will repres~nt the independent as a career.
organization was formed on the _ _ _ __:___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Xavier campus to help graduate
sodalists maintain the high standards in their sodalist's way of
life. This is the Alumni Sodality~
It is a live, interested, and mature
organization under the direction
(By the Author of" Rolly Round the Fln(I, Boy8!" a11d
of Fr. Wenzel, S.J. The members
"Bare.foot Boy with Cheek.")
did not join a social; they came
together because they take God
seriously and because they are
vitally interested in their salvaPOVERTY CAN BE FUN
tion.
Sodality Constitution
It is no disgrace to be poor. It is an error, but it is no disgrace.
The members are currently
So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and J~ic~e
engaged- in the final phases of
your heud in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit it
writing their constitution and
freely and frankly and ull kinds of good things will happen to
are preparing to i n it i a t e a
you. Take, for instance, the case of Blossom Sigafoos.
thQrough training program. To
Blossom, an impecunious freshman at an Eastern girls'
learn first hand how the succollege, was smart us a whip and round ns a dumpling, and
cessful Cleveland Alumni Sodalscarcely a day went by when she didn't get invited to n party
ity formed their program, the
weekend at"one of the nearby men's schools. But Blossom never
Xavier Alumni Sodality was
accepted. She did not have the rail fare; she did not have the
fortunate in having Mr. John
clothes. Weekend after weekend, while her clnssmates went
Hessong, Prefect of the Clevefrolicking, Blossom sat alone, saved from· utter despair only by
land Sociality, and his wife,
her pack of Marlboros, for even an exchequer ns slim us BlosBetty, Vice-Prefect, come and
som's can afford the joys of Marlboro-joys for beyond their
spend the afternoon of Feb. 8 to
paltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured nncl careexplain the background and forfully pucked; n new improved filter that works like n charm.
mation program, training, and
Croesus himself could not buy a better cigarette!
apostolate of their Sodality.
However, Marlboro's most pussionnte admirers-among
The day's activities started
whose
number I um paid to count myself-would not claim
with the Sodality and Hessongs
that l\farlboro ctm entirely replace love and romance, and Blosattending Mass in St. Francis
som grew steadily moroser.
Chapel, Hinkle Hall .. Lunch in
the Blue Room followed and the
formal meeting convened lfrom
2 p.m. to 5 .p.in. in the activities
room, North Hall.
Discussion
On Feb. 21, the organization
will meet · to discuss the ways
and means of using ideas presented at the last meeting. Among
the issues to be considered will
be the selection of an apostolate.
The wives of some alumni are
also members of ·the sodality and
plans are .being considered for
having a ,group retreat, including
the · marl'ied cowples. The popuThen one day came a phone call from an intelligent sopholarity for retreats for married
more named Tom O'Shanter at a nearby men's college. "Bloscouples is growing and the Xavsom," said Tom, "I want you to come down next week for the
ier Alumni Society is fortunate
barley festival, and I won't take no for an answer."
in having Fr. Wenzel, who has
"No;" said Blossom.
given five such retreats.
The firm !foundation and growth
"Foolish girl," said Tom gently. "I know why you refuse me.
It is because you are poor, isn't it?"
of the Xavier Alumni SOdality
is a tribute to the continued
"Yes," said Blossom.
efforts of Fr. Wenzel and of all
"I will send you a railroad ticket," said Tom. "Also a small
the members, especially the offi·
salami in case you get hungry on the train."
cers who ·are: Prefect, Mr. Rich"But I have nothing to wear," said Blossom.
ard Tobin, cJasss of '54; ViceTom replied, "I will send you one suit of cashmere, two
Prefect, Mr. William Charles,
gowns of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five socks
class of '53; and Secretaryof nylon, and a partridge in a pear tree."
Treasurer, Peter Paul Loyonich,
"That is most kind," said Blossom, "but I fear I cannot
class of '55.
dance and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny Tim lies abed."
"Send him to Mayo Brothers and put it on my tab," said
Tom.
"You are terribly decent," said Blossom, "but I cannot come
to your party because all the other girls at the party will be
from rich, distinguished families, and my father is but a humble
woodcutter."
"I will buy him Yosemite," said Tom.
"You have a great heart," said Blossom. "Hold the phone
while I ·ask our wise and kindly old Dean of Women whether it
is proper for me to accept all these gifts."
She went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and
the Dean of Women laid her wise and kindly old hand on
Blossom's cheek and said, "Child, let not false pride rob you
of happiness. Accept these gifts from Tom.''
"Lord love you, Wise and J{indly," breathed Blossom, dropping grateful tears into the Dean's reticule. "I must run and
tell Tom."
.
"Yes, run, child," s'aid the Dean, a smile wrinkling her· wise
and kindly old eyes. "And ask him has he got an older brother.''

Newly Formed .
•
F
S d lity
Al m • ff ld
P rog·ram

.o.eam,.~~

Cat WILDROOT
CREAM·OIL Charlie!

•

•

f'hemakeraoflllter-tlplJlarlboro, who brln1111ou thl8col11mn,
are alao th• maker1 of non-filter Plallip Morrl8, who also
•rtnil MOU thl• column. WhlcheDer 11ou choo1r, 11ou're rl111it.
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LET'S
ARGUE
b7 .Jim Wiggs
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111
It is a continual source of

amazement to me and to many
others that men who have a
college degree are unable to
defend the policies of their
government, the ethics of their
democracy to those who would
overturn the government or violate the laws. To a large extent
this is be... ause the average college grad either cannot read
(don't laugh-we've all seen it)
or cannot comprehend the workings of his system of government.
Most of this is due to the fact
that unless he majors in political
science or history his school
never exposes him to a knowledge of the philosophy and
actions of his country's government; to that extent the school
is unquestionably deficient, and
even shirking its duty, but that
does not relieve the student of
his prior obligation to learn. It
is unfortunate that society does
not attach as great a humiliation to ignrirance of one's country
as it does to ignorance of sports
scores and movie scandals.
For instance, what do you say
to a man who argues thusly:
"What do you mean, 'tax evasion
is unethical'? Allow me to point
out a few things to you, m'friend.
Number one: neither you nor I
ever got a chance to vote on the
enactment f these taxes, nor did
the citizens living at the time of
the enactment, nor will any of
us ever be able to vote for their
repeal. This is democratic? This
is just? Talk about taxation
without representation, this is lt!
Number two: although the spirit
of the constitution forbids double
taxation, between federal income,
state income, sales, corporation,
profits, and inheritance tax, your
money is taxed a dozen times
before it's spent. The inheritance
tax is an example of a plainly
unconstitutional, not to mention
larcenously unjust tax; it establishes a condition at death which
we would all acknowledge as
unjust during life, namely, the
· taxation of a free gift from one
member of the family (who has
already paid tax upon it) to
another. Not only that, but by
the further conditions of the tax,
it causes frightful losses for the
survivors, since it forces them to
pay a tax evaluation upon the
inherited goods in cash, on the
spot; this often means selling all
the inherited goods merely to
obtain the cash that a ghoulish
law demands. I tell you, I would
violate that "law" without the
slightest compunction.
"Number three: a very great
many of these laws were enacted
under false assurances from the
government and promises by the
legislators to the effect that these
laws were to be merely temporary for the present needs of
government or national security;
we are now paying taxes for
literally hundreds of these zombies that were enacted during the
wars and should have been lifted
and eliminated many years ago,
Unfortunately, an extravagant
and paternal government has
long since be.come accustomed
to living in the style which these
added i·evenues financed.
"Number four: once having
committed ourselves (i.e., the
legislators having committed
themselves) to an irresponsibly
spiralling spending program, the
enacted · taxes which were innocuous enough in their embryonic forms we have extended
in coverage and boosted in per-
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centage until they take about
40% of the average man's income and function as a constant
incentive killer, ruining thousands of small businesses annually whose owners cannot hire a
battery of lawyers to detect the
numerous loopholes in the reams
of inconsistent tax laws.
"Number five: so much of the
money taxed from the people is
spent for projects that are unpopular from roads in Afghanistan that go nowhere to a
paternalistic w e ·l f a r e system
which pays a premium for illegitimate children, but nothing to
a large family, ·that I feel fully
justified in retaining as much of
my hard-earned money as possible from these projects that
could never stand close public
scrutiny. Further, the g r a ft ,
corruption, waste on pet projects
and dishonesty which is rampant
in our government assures me
that I am only being American
in welching on my taxes. I refuse
to pay such a substantial .portion of my earnings to be stolen,
wasted, grafted, and given away.
"Finally, the very fact that
there is such widespread dissatisfaction, such widespread dishonesty, and such general studying of ways and means to beat

the tax laws indicates that the
government which is supposed
to be of, by, and for the people
has finally erected a legal tower
of Babel which is democratically
unjust and unethically extravagant. In further supprt of my
opinion, I refer to page 477 of
your own ethics text, Right and
Reason, by Austin F·agothey, S.J."

Get WILDROOT
CREAM·OIL Charlie!

prominent
clubwoman, says:
"I go wild for a
Wildrooc man I" ·.. ' · l·.'

b,
Justallttlebit

~

of Wildroot
and ••. WOW!

.....'.?.:

~

It is incumbent upon every
man who, with a college diploma
clutched in his hot little hand,
contends that he is educated, to
decide just what he believes in
everyday situations such as these;
more importantly, he must have
a reason for his belief, and if he
has none except prejudice, ignorance, convenience, and pragmatism, then he has done a disservice to himself, his neighbors,
his country, and his faith.

ida, to participate in the Miami
University Invitational Tourney
January 29-31. Down in the land
of sunshine, XU's Wayne Fehr
and Dan Brislane shed a little
light of their own in tanning the
hides of Notre Dame and Wake
Forest.
From Florida, our debaters
traveled Nortih to Williamsburg,
Virginia, where they out-argued
debating teams from Pittsburgh,
Richmond, Virginia, and South
Oarolina Universities at the William and Mary Invitational February 5-7. Fehr and Brislane defended the positive position,
while freshmen Bob Spitzer and
Ben Talbott took the negative.
by Fran McManus
Continuing North, the debaters
Not only would some of Xav- stopped off at school for two days
ier's debaters be fully capable of of class, then proceeded to Northfilling in for some of the United western University in Evanston,
States' statesmen on the strength Illinois, for .the Owen Coon
of this season's debate topic- Memorial Tournament February
Resolved: that further develop- 12-14. Competing against eight
ment of nuclear weapons should teams from among the 116 teams
be prohibited by international representing 62 schools, Fehr and
agreement-but they also would Brislane compiled a 5-3 record.
be capable of enduring the hardRight now the weary debaters
ships of a statesman's travel on are resting for the future. The
the strength of their extensive rushing, talkative pace picks up
journeying since tihe semester again at the Notre Dame tourna.exams.
.
ment March 5-7. Then the deThe debaters' roaming started baters rush back home to play
right af.ter exams when they took host to the Alumni Oratorical
a Httle trip to Coral Gables, Flor- Contest March 13.
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·"LS.X fs kindest to your taste," says James Amess. "There are two
good reasons why I know you'll like 'em. They're truly low in tar, with
more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."
LOW TAR: I!'M's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers el.ectrostatically, crosswise to the stream of smoke ... makes Il'M truly low m tar.
MORE TASTE: UM's rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
exciting taste than any other cigarette.
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